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The Battle of Island Flats
Marion Hodge
I have lately visited in person all the [old State of] Franklin counties. Amongst other places of
interest which I examined was the “Long Island” and the battle ground near it. I can’t
understand it satisfactorily.
J.G.M. Ramsey, November 4, 1851
“this miracle of a battle”

John Haywood, 18231

Especially among Tennessee and Virginia historians, the Battle of Island Flats, July 20, 1776,
enjoys considerable prominence. The British-allied Cherokee force attacking the Holston
settlement was led by Chief Dragging Canoe. The Long Island of the Holston River, and the
adjacent Flats, are now part of downtown Kingsport. A flats is a space of land with few hills.

Illustration A—The battlefield. This sketch is based on a Google Earth screenshot and a 1935
United States Geological Survey map. Because those who tell about the battle mention
approximate distances, I’ve provided a few here as references. The island is about 3.6 miles long
and half a mile wide at its widest point. A hypothetical road which generally follows the route of
modern Center Street is about 3.8 miles long. It extends from the mouth of Reedy Creek to the
place where militia soldiers descended onto the Flats, that place marked by the X, near the head
of a creek-cut ravine, in green, a feature to which accounts of the battle sometimes refer. The
dotted line, in brown, represents a small ridge which extends across the Flats. The road—and
modern Center Street—cross the ridge about 1.1 miles from the point of descent. At their closest,
the point of descent and the small ridge are about half a mile apart. The Cherokee force was
probably planning to move across the Flats on this road, then toward Eaton’s Station along either
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Island Road or modern Orebank Road. The section of Island Road marked here is now called
Memorial Boulevard. Orebank Road passes along a large ridge now called Chestnut Ridge, but
which was called Eaton’s Ridge in 1776. Eaton’s Ridge stands between the station and the point
of descent, X, onto the Flats.2

Illustration B. Based on a Google Earth screenshot and measurement ruler, this sketch suggests
the location of Eaton’s Station, the presumed objective of Dragging Canoe’s initial assault,
the names of roads the militia force might have taken, and the approximate distances from the
station to the point of descent onto the Flats, at the X, some 3.8 miles. To suggest a logical path
that the militia might have taken, I’ve made a hypothetical extension of Eaton’s Ridge Road to a
point of intersection with Orebank Road.
Telling about the “main travelling ways to Heaton’s [Eaton’s] station,” William Martin, son of
Joseph Martin, prominent militia commander at the time, says that the “road passed through
rather the upper part of the Flat, and on which the battle was fought and just where the Flat and
upland joined, rather on the Flat side of the line two miles from the Island.”3 My hypothetical
road between the mouth of Reedy Creek and the ravine seems to generally fit Martin’s
description. Now, Martin is not talking about the location of the first contact / skirmish, but the
location of the main battle. I have some trouble understanding what he means by “the line two
miles from the Island.” It’s about two miles from the southeast point of the island to the ravine,
shown in Illustration A—maybe that’s what he means.
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Dragging Canoe’s Path

Illustration C. Based on Google Maps, this chart shows the vicinity of the Cherokee Overhill
Towns on the present-day Little Tennessee River. Their army marched northeast along a
traditional path, going just south of present-day Knoxville, to attack Eaton’s Station east of the
Island Flats. It’s about 110 miles straight-line distance from the Overhill Towns to the Flats.
When nearing the Island Flats, Dragging Canoe’s force of between 170 and 200 men, Samuel
Cole Williams says, took a path which “is now unknown, but in likelihood it was up Limestone
Creek, down Fall Branch, and Horse Creek to Long Island, thence across the island towards
Eaton’s Station.”4

Illustration D. This is my rough sketch upon a Google Earth screenshot of the courses of (1)
Limestone Creek, (2) Fall Branch, and Horse Creek ending at (3) its mouth in the Holston River,
perhaps, as Williams supposes, the path of Dragging Canoe’s force to Long Island. The X
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indicates the location of Eaton’s Station. As is shown, communities have been named after the
Limestone and Fall Branch streams.
Panic
After receiving warnings of an impending attack from the south, a great number of those in the
Nolichucky, Watauga, and Holston settlements ran northeast for their lives, and others swarmed
into forts. They were clearly terrified. John Sevier was told that the Cherokee meant to “drive
[through] the country up to New River before they return” to their towns (Williams, TDRW, page
36). The New River crosses the Valley of Virginia some one-hundred miles northeast of Eaton’s
Station, the implication being that the attack was to destroy all of the white settlements in the
vicinity, and kill or drive off all the settlers.
George Christian, son of Colonel Gilbert Christian, says, “[A]t the breaking [attack] of the
Cherokees in 1775-6 the frontier settlement broke up [the people dispersed] and either returned
to the old settlement [farther northeast] or else went into Forts.”5
Lyman C. Draper wrote an account based on his interview of Thomas Love, ten years old at the
time of the battle: “Every person below [south and west of] the mouth of North Fork of Holston
was in great consternation. In a very few hours all were on their way to some place of safety,
some on horseback, some in wagons and others on foot. [Thomas] Love saw numbers fording the
north fork of Holston about half a mile above its mouth—dashing through pell mell, in the
greatest alarm; a father on foot, with his wife holding on to the skirts of his coat, and children
clinging in their arms wading across the wide ford, perhaps some 3 feet deep.”6

Illustration E. Area on the North Fork of the Holston River where Thomas Love saw people
wading northeastward, in this Google Earth screenshot from left to right, “dashing through pell
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mell, in the greatest alarm.” The view is from the W. Stone Drive bridge about a half mile
upstream from the mouth of the fork.
The Official Report
The document which has become known as the Official Report of the battle was signed by six
captains involved in one way or another—it has not been firmly established how all of them were
involved—to their commander, who apparently forwarded it to the Virginia Gazette in
Williamsburg, where it was published on August 2, thirteen days after the battle. The six captains
are listed in this order: James Thompson (the senior captain, it is said, and therefore the leader),
James Shelby, William Buchanan, John Campbell, William Cocke, and Thomas Madison. Their
commander was Colonel William Preston, head of the Fincastle County, Virginia, militia.
Seemingly, only Thompson, Shelby, Campbell, and Cocke led companies into combat; David
Campbell, whose father John was one of the company commanders, tells historian Lyman C.
Draper it was “probable” that Buchanan and Madison were “volunteers,” and so were not given
leadership responsibilities.7
Thompson had qualified as a member of the Botetourt County Court in 1770. He participated in
Christian’s Expedition against the Cherokee Overhill Towns in the autumn of 1776 in which
there was no combat.8
James Shelby, son of early settler and militia commander Evan Shelby, fought in the Battle of
Point Pleasant in October of 1774, and participated in Christian’s Expedition, and other conflicts.
At the Battle of Island Flats he was about twenty-two years old (carolana.com). Of him,
Williams says, “No soldier in the history of Tennessee is more deserving of the descriptive
‘gallant’” (TDRW, page 41).
William Buchanan was made ensign of the Fincastle County militia in 1774. Later in 1776 he
was captain of a militia ranger company in Kentucky. He was killed in action in 1782.9
John Campbell had served as magistrate of the Washington County (Virginia) Court. He also
fought in the Battle of Point Pleasant (Summers, page 792).
Of William Cocke Samuel Cole Williams says that “though a captain, he managed not to go on
the campaign to Pt. Pleasant,” and that after the Battle of Island Flats, he was “accused of
cowardice and suspended from the office of captain” (TDRW page 40). Later in life he was a
lawyer and politician. In 1812, he was removed from his position as a circuit court judge for
graft (tennesseeencyclopedia.net). However, Williams also defends Cocke.10
Thomas Madison also participated in Christian’s Expedition in which he was commissary and
paymaster (Summers, page 237).
Henry Howe seems to think that the commanders’ rank is something important to notice: “There
was no American officer in this well-fought action of a higher rank than captain. Three of that
grade commanded volunteer companies from Washington county, Va., viz. [Latin abbreviation
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of “videlicz,” meaning “namely”]: John Campbell, James Shelby, and James Thompson. William
Cocke commanded a company from Tennessee, then the territory of North Carolina. There were
other captains out of Va., whose names are unknown to the writer.”11
The Official Report suggests that the operation consisted of seven phases:
1. Detection of the Cherokee Advance
2. Preparation for Defense
3. March from Eaton’s Station to the Flats
4. First Contact and Skirmish
5. Council and Return / Retreat
6. Battle
7. March Back to Eaton’s Station / Aftermath
In the following passages, I present the relevant statements from the Official Report in italics,
then accounts of that phase by other commentators.
1. Detection of the Cherokee Advance
“On the 19th [of July] our scouts returned [to Eaton’s Station?] and informed us that they had
discovered where a great number of Indians were making into the settlements [….]”
Unfortunately, the six captains do not provide specific information about the place where the
Cherokee force was discovered.
George Christian, however, is more specific: “The word was brot [sic] on the evening preceding
the Battle by the spies [scouts] that the Indians were encampt [sic] on an upper end of the Island
a distance of about six miles from the Fort [Eaton’s Station]” (White, page 89). Every
commentator I’ve read says much the same about the detection of the Cherokee approach, but no
one else I’ve read mentions an encampment on the island at the time.

Illustration F. This sketch shows the possible location of the Cherokee encampment on the upper
end of Long Island. John Redd, who was with the militia during the building of Fort Patrick
Henry, represented here by the square labeled “FPH,” and who was present during the June,
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1777, treaty negotiations there, says that the fort “was built on the North bank” of the Holston
River “about 200 yards below the upper end of the Island.” During the treaty negotiations, Redd
says, the Cherokee “were encamped [on the Island] opposite the fort.” A Cherokee named Big
Bullet, Redd says, was shot while “sitting alone on a seckond [sic—secondary?] bank of the
Island near the edge of the water,” and “the gun with which he was shot was found on a small
island which lay in between the main Island and the fort” (my italics). Redd says that he heard
the gunshot report, and ran with others to Big Bullet’s body.12 At their closest, the small island
and big island are about eighty yards apart. If Redd is accurate, I am supposing that the Cherokee
camped here a year earlier, too, on their move against Eaton’s Station—if they did camp on the
island then. I realize that over 242 years the course of the river and the land formations might
have changed, and that Redd’s distances may be only approximations.
2. Preparation for Defense
“upon which alarm the few men stationed at Eaton’s completed a breast-work sufficiently
strong, with the assistance of what men were there, to have repelled a considerable number; sent
expresses [rapidly riding messengers] to the different stations and collected all the forces in one
body [….]”
Apparently, the six captains are making a distinction between the “few” militiamen formally
stationed at Eaton’s, and men who were already living there or had recently arrived to escape the
Cherokee attack.
Summers lists several stations (forts) that were contacted, including Edmiston’s near present-day
Lodi, Virginia, Cocke’s near Harrisonburg, and Evan Shelby’s near present-day Bristol—as well
as the settlement at Wolf Hills, present-day Abingdon (page 224).
Thomas Love tells Draper that people at Eaton’s “camped in and around the house [Amos
Eaton’s], and tore down the fences and took the rails and piled them up around the house, as a
kind of rude enclosure, hence Eaton’s Fort” (Robert A. Love, page 10).
George Christian tells Draper that his father, “after conveying the family out of danger and
leaving them, returned to join the little army which had been collected at Eaton’s Station”
(White, page 80), and that the people at Eaton’s “worked all night preceding the battle setting up
pickets,” posts erected vertically to make a stockade, a fort wall (page 89).
In his often quoted account, Benjamin Sharp says, “A few of the militia, perhaps one hundred
and fifty or two hundred, hastily assembled […] and proceeded to the frontier house [Eaton’s]
and began to build a kind of stockade with fence rails; but before they could finish their fort their
spies [scouts] gave them notice that a large Indian force was within a few miles.” Sharp calls the
fort a “crazy” one, meaning “unsound” in this context, “flawed.”13
Without citing a specific source of information, the Discover Kingsport website describes the
fort as anything but “crazy”, and unusually large, with a number that must be an error; “built by
Virginia Militia,” the unnamed writer says, it “enclosed 172 acres; built nearly in a square with
stockades between cabins that were 15’ apart.”14 John Redd may be the source of some of this
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information: “Eaton’s Fort […] inclosed [sic] about one and half acres of ground, built nearly in
a square, the cabins built 12 to 15 feet apart with Stockades between them” (page 9).

Illustration G. This Google Earth screenshot shows the presumed location of Eaton’s Station,
some 200 or 300 yards away. The view is south from Memorial Boulevard.
3. March from Eaton’s Station to the Flats
“the morning after about one hundred and seventy turned out in search of the enemy. We
marched in two divisions, with flankers on each side and scouts before.”
Because a modern U.S. Army infantry division consists of thousands of soldiers, we should think
that in the report the word means simply “parts” or “sections.” Following on John Haywood,
Ramsey calls the scouts in front an “advance guard” of “about twelve men” (page 152).
Theodore Roosevelt asserts that the militiamen marched […] “on a system of their own [….] The
men of this little levy [unit of drafted men] walked strung out in Indian file, in two parallel
lines.” In his note explaining the two parallel lines, Roosevelt says that “The report of the six
captains says ‘two divisions’; from Haywood we learn that the two divisions were two lines,
evidently marching side by side, there being a right line and a left line” (my italics).15 I wonder if
Roosevelt means only the militiamen on this march had their own system or that all
“backwoods” militiamen had their own system. It does seem common to the Virginia militia at
the time. During the Battle of Point Pleasant in 1774, Colonel William Fleming and Colonel
Charles Lewis led two columns into a battle, Fleming on the left and Lewis on the right.16
George Christian indicates how far they marched before reaching the Flats: “early in the morn
our little army sallied out and took the road leading to the Island—there was a high ridge to cross
before reaching the flats. This road keeps along the main top of the ridge near three miles. After
descending on the opposite side from the Fort commences the flats, or as it is called the Island
flats” (White, page 90).
Did they ride horses? Pat Alderman’s Overmountain Men contains a picture with a caption
beginning, “At the Battle of Island Flats.” The picture shows warriors of both armies riding, and
shooting from, horses.17 The reports I’ve read do not mention horses, but it’s interesting to
consider the matter.
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About two-and-a-half months after the Battle of Island Flats, Colonel William Christian led a
militia force into the Overhill Cherokee towns. This force of some 1,800 or 2,000 men included
one company of cavalry commanded by Captain John Sevier (Williams, TDRW, pages 53 and
54). If this company consisted of fifty men, it composed less than three percent of the total force.
In his essay, “Col. Joseph Williams’ Battalion in Christian’s Campaign,” Williams mentions
another cavalry officer in the force, a “Capt. of the Cavalry,” Captain William Sheppard,
although he does not indicate that Sheppard actually led a cavalry unit in this expedition18, and
I’ve found no other mention of Sheppard in accounts of the battle or rosters of the units involved.
After reaching the towns, whose inhabitants had disappeared into the mountains, Christian halted
for a day, one purpose being, according to Williams “to take a short and limited survey” of the
area to see if any enemy soldiers were in “concealed or unoccupied positions” (“Col. Joseph
Williams,” page 109). At this point Williams presents a footnote which mentions Sevier’s
company of cavalry, adding that it contained a number of “spies” (scouts) “probably” led by
John Sevier’s brother, Valentine Sevier, Jr. (page 109), which to me implies that the main
purpose of the cavalry company was patrolling to gather intelligence. In fact, that role seems to
have been cavalry’s common one at the time, as the article titled “Dragoon Soldier—Historical
Background” says: light cavalry “was more of a reconnaissance force, used for scouting,
screening, and skirmishing.”19 Chris McNab summarizes the reasons: “the American Revolution
was chiefly an infantry war [….] The use of only a small amount of cavalry was mainly due to
practical considerations. The British encountered difficulty in transporting mounts or purchasing
them in North America and the Americans felt that the upkeep of dragoon [mounted riflemen
usually armed with sabers] regiments was too costly.” 20 In most cases, it seems, horses were used
as pack animals. While preparing the expedition to Point Pleasant in 1774, Colonel William
Preston says this in his orders to Lieutenant-Colonel William Christian: “I expect a good many
of the soldiers will take their horses to carry the provisions.”21 Preston does not mention cavalry.
Without citing sources, Scott Withrow states that “militia would not usually go anywhere
without their horses. Regular army officers frowned on the practice, but could not ban it.
Although militia dismounted to fight on foot (as they did at King’s Mountain and Cowpens),
they could just as easily remount and desert the battle. Horses, too, had to be fed just as humans
were fed. Foraging for food took time.”22
Besides lacking cavalry-tactics training, maybe these frontiersmen, and the Cherokee, too, for
that matter, wanted to fight in their usual ways, on foot, more easily to march quietly, more
easily to “take trees,” whatever trees were available, and aim, and be more protected from enemy
fire, more easily to stand on solid ground to fire and reload (because the rifle had to be stood on
its stock to ram the charge and ball down the barrel). Also, they knew from the scouts about
where the Cherokee were, only five or six miles away, which, I’m guessing, these tough soldiers
considered a fairly short walk.
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Illustration H. Just north of the Eaton’s Station site, across the boulevard, present-day Eaton
Station Road—on the right—begins to rise toward the top of the ridge, which you can see in the
background. Just as Memorial Boulevard curves left in the near distance, the ridge itself also
curves in that direction.

Illustration I. Google Maps terrain view. It looks to me like present-day Orebank Road— red—
best fits George Christian’s description of the road which “keeps along the main top of the
ridge.” It passes between the higher hills on the ridge. From the Station, X, the militia force
might have followed the path—in a lovely blend of green and orange—of the present-day Eaton
Station Road to Eden’s View Road, then overland to Chestnut Hills Drive, then to Orebank
Road. The name “Eden” looks like it may have been derived from “Eaton.” A short street—
yellow—is named “Eden’s Ridge Road”; I suppose it once extended a much greater distance.
Orebank Road and Memorial Boulevard / Island Road—blue—intersect at the point of descent
onto the Flats near the ravine, “R.”
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Illustration J. This Google Earth screenshot shows the intersection of Orebank Road, on the
right, and Memorial Boulevard and the descent onto the Flats, which begins about one-third mile
down the hill. The ravine lies to the right about 300 yards, behind the trees.
Another account says that the militia force took a different route. The Tennessee Historical
Commission marker 1A 94 now at the intersection of Memorial Boulevard and E. Center Street
says that “Marching down Island Road from Eaton’s Fort on July 20, 1776, the Colonial Militia
crossed Eaton’s Ridge to this ravine.” The location of the ravine is labeled R in Illustration H.
On Google Earth, present-day Island Road begins about one-half mile east of the Eaton’s Station
site and ends near Bristol. Apparently, present-day Memorial Boulevard was part of Island Road
in 1776. Illustration G does indicate Island Road / Memorial Boulevard turning northwest then
west, descending alongside the ravine, but until it makes that turn it runs alongside the ridge, not
upon it.

Illustration K. Because people try to give as much information as possible in a small space, these
markers tend sometimes to be cryptic. This one suggests, but does not say so directly, that the
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militia “rushed” the Cherokee at “this ravine.” I found an unsigned, undated typescript in the
Kingsport Archives (Box 78, Folder 78-4) which says that the militia was “surprised by a small
group of Indians hidden in the deep ravine on the north side of the ridge (State Historical marker
behind Dickson School in Kingsport).” Apparently, this otherwise unsubstantiated idea in the
archives typescript is a misreading and misinterpretation of the marker’s words, “to this ravine.
Here they rushed the British-allied Cherokees [….]”

Illustration L. This aerial photograph, taken in 1938, apparently in the public domain, shows the
rear of Dickson Grammar School, the largest white building just right of center, and the ravine
behind it, in which grows a line of trees extending from the right edge of the picture down almost
to modern-day Memorial Boulevard.

Illustration M. This photograph, also apparently in the public domain, a close-up of a portion of
the ravine and some of its trees, might explain how the writer of the marker’s inscription got the
idea that the Cherokee soldiers “were hidden behind trees.”23 The school building stands on the
far side.
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I pay so much attention to the ravine because the site of the “first skirmish” has everything to do
with locating the site of the main engagement. I have found nothing in the historical record to
affirm the idea that the Cherokee were waiting in ambush here, that the first skirmish was in or
very near the ravine; more likely, this general vicinity was the site of the main battle.
4. First Contact and Skirmish
“Our scouts discovered upwards of twenty meeting us, and fired on them. They returned the fire,
but our men rushed on them with such violence that they were obliged to make a precipitate
retreat. We took ten bundles and a good deal of plunder, and had great reason to think some of
them were wounded. This small skirmish happened on ground very disadvantageous for our men
to pursue, though it was with the greatest difficulty our officers could restrain their men.”
Knowing about where on the Flats this skirmish took place is very important, for that knowledge
helps us determine where the larger struggle took place, it occurring, most accounts say, after the
militia had begun a “return” to Eaton’s Station.
But the report doesn’t indicate specifically where the first skirmish occurred. It would be
generally helpful, though, to know if the main body of militia troops, after hearing the two
advance forces’ gunshots, went forward to that area. It certainly does appear from the syntax and
pronouns that only the scouts were the “our men” who fired and “rushed” on the Cherokee
scouts, but I would think that upon hearing those shots the main body did run forward. The
report statements do sound like it might have: “We took ten bundles and a good deal of plunder,
and had great reason to think some of them were wounded.” It could well be that the main body
was also “our men” who “rushed on them with such violence that they were obliged to make a
precipitate retreat.”
George Christian tells about the first contact in quite different terms. Instead of between two
small groups of scouts, he says the first contact, with no firing, apparently, was between the two
main bodies. While his account differs in that regard from the others, it does agree with the
general movements described, and it does provide some details about the distances covered:
“After descending on the opposite side from the Fort commences the Flats [….] Our men
proceeded after reaching the Flats perhaps about two miles when they were met by the whole
Indian Army, with their line extended making as much show as possible. No sooner were our
men discovered by the enemy than they raised the savage yell, tomahawk in hand. This sudden
charge was too much. Our little army wheeled about and run [sic], but still keeping rank” (White,
page 90). Who knows? Maybe the stories that Christian heard didn’t include the first skirmish
episode, or maybe he thought it, like Roosevelt did, a “trifling” action, too unimportant to
mention.
In his essay “William Cocke at the Battle of Long Island Flats, 1776,” Wayne Lynch
misinterprets Ramsey whom he cites regarding the first contact location. Lynch says, “As the
scouts entered the flats across the river from Long Island, they spotted a small body of warriors
moving toward them.”24 Ramsey doesn’t make it crystal clear, for sure: “When they reached what
are called the Island Flats, the advance guard discovered a small party of Indians coming along
the road meeting them” (page 152). Reaching the Flats, however, isn’t necessarily the same as
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entering them, the word “entering” suggesting to me being some distance into, or onto, that
place.
William Martin may be the original source of the idea that first contact was made at the point of
descent onto the Flats, near the ravine. Martin says that the militia force “met the Indians four
miles from Heaton’s [Eaton’s]” (page 452), which is a similar distance to that shown in
Illustration B.
What made the ground of the skirmish site “very disadvantageous for our men to pursue” the
attackers? Perhaps it was so because the scouts were out some distance on the Flats, where the
presumably larger Cherokee force, likely no more than a mile or so away, could more easily
surround and overwhelm them. James R. Gilmore describes the ground, on whose authority he
does not say, as “broken with defiles [gullies], and overgrown with underbrush, and thus
favorable to an Indian ambuscade.” In fact, he says, “Evidently the twenty Indians [in their
advance guard] had been a decoy to lead the whites into an ambuscade.”25 I’ve read two accounts
by William Martin. In the earlier one, published in November, 1900, he describes the island as
“quite poor and marshy” and “little of it fit for cultivation” (page 451); in the second one,
published in April, 1901, he seems to contradict the earlier description, saying the ground “is
quite fertile” (page 356).
The battle, Redd says, “went by the name of ‘the sink hole battle,’ in consequence of there being
several sink holes there.”26 Thinking that maybe sinkholes could be the defiles to which Gilmore
refers, I thought it best to consult maps of Kingsport to see. I made a tracing of some elements of
a Tennessee Valley Authority / United State Geological Survey map of the Kingsport
Quadrangle on which the note “Field Examination 1935” appears. This map shows eighteen
sinkholes (indicated here by the brown ovals) that lie along the northwestern foot of the ridge, so
I don’t think any of those were on the battleground. The two that are on the Flats are in the
general vicinity, but according to the map scale, they are larger than the one recounted in a
famous incident.27
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Illustration N. The circled X represents the point of descent onto the Flats. The red “circle” notes
the location of the scenes in Illustration W. “Dixon” is the way “Dickson” is spelled on the
TVA / USGS map.
Roosevelt calls the first skirmish a “trifling success” resulting in the appropriation of only a few
discarded “small bundles of necessaries” that the Cherokee carried when “on the warpath” (page
287). He does not mention any wounded.
5. Council and Return / Retreat
“A council was held and it was thought advisable to return, as we imagined there was a large
party not far off. We accordingly returned”
The two prominent early historians Haywood and Ramsey—and most others after them—
strangely justify the return toward Eaton’s Station by saying that the battlefield council was held
as the day was ending (pages 63, 152), as if the militia had to get back to the fort before dark; the
Official Report includes only general references to time, that they marched from the fort in “the
morning,” and that “there was never so much execution done in so short a time on the frontiers”
(my italics). A website says “the average [marching] rate for infantry is 2 1/2 miles per hour.”28
If the militia force did march 2.5 miles per hour, it took them only about 1.5 hours to travel the
3.5 miles or so from Eaton’s down onto the Flats, and say another hour to go very carefully two
more miles, the general site of the first skirmish, a total of 2.5 hours, making it doubtful that
sunlight would be dwindling. I checked a few websites and found that there are about fifteen
hours of sunlight on July 20 in East Tennessee. I’m guessing that instead of being concerned that
it would soon be dark, they were much more concerned that the Cherokee assault was not yet
complete, that the “large party not far off” might reorganize, then renew the attack, or that they
might assume another path towards Eaton’s and the settlements farther northeast. If the Cherokee
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had lost fifty men killed and wounded—and the official report mentions only thirteen—they
would still have a force of some two-hundred or more. I can imagine these historians, very
patriotic to their home state, working hard to find an acceptable explanation for a tactically
unacceptable decision by the officers, who now seem much less zealous than the men they
command.
We may feel it indefensible that an armed force organized by leaders evidently determined at
first to defeat an enemy which had already been assaulting their settlements and families for
years would give way so easily instead of following them while they had them on the run. As for
Gilmore’s point about an ambush, why would these soldiers, and especially the veteran leaders
among them, be worried they would be unable to deal with such a common Cherokee strategy?
The Cherokee often initiated an ambush by a small force, then retreated in order to lure the
enemy into an engagement with their larger force.
6. Battle
We “had not marched more than a mile when a number, not inferior to ours, attacked us in the
rear. Our men sustained the attack with great bravery and intrepidity, immediately forming a
line. The Indians endeavored to surround us, but were prevented by the uncommon fortitude and
vigilance of Capt. James Shelby, who took possession of an eminence [higher place] that
prevented their design. Our line of battle extended about a quarter of a mile. We killed about
thirteen on the spot, whom we found, and we have the greatest reason to believe that we could
have found a great many more had we had time to search for them. There were streams of blood
every way, and it was generally thought there was never so much execution done in so short a
time on the frontiers. Never did troops fight with greater calmness than ours did. The Indians
attacked us with the greatest fury imaginable, and made the most vigorous efforts to surround
us.
Our spies [scouts] really deserve the greatest applause. We took a great deal of plunder and
many guns and had only four men greatly wounded.”
Benjamin Sharp: “presently they heard a noise like distant thunder, and looking round they saw
the whole Indian force running upon them at full speed—they made a hasty retreat to a rising
ground where they rallied [….]” (page 333). Sharp’s “rising ground” seems to be the captains’
“eminence.”
That “mile” mentioned by the captains is an important one as we try to determine where the
battle itself took place. At the approximately one-mile point of the “return,” the militia troops
became aware that they were under attack from the rear. The first skirmish therefore could not
have taken place near the ravine, for a one-mile return from that spot would have taken the
militia back onto the large ridge between them and Eaton’s. Because they “immediately”
changed formation from columns into a battle-line the right wing of which was extended onto an
“eminence,” “a rising ground,” on the Flats, the main engagement had to occur on the Flats itself.
George Christian makes the battle occur somewhat more than a mile after the return began, “after
retreating in this manner perhaps a mile & half” (White, page 90).
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John Redd says that the battleground “was about a mile & half on the trace [path, road] leading
to Eaton’s fort & fort Cheswell [Chiswell]”29 I assume he means a mile and a half from the
island. A mile and a half from the north end of the island is about a half mile west of W. Wilcox
Drive, the same vicinity that others describe, but, again, according to most accounts, the
battleground location depends upon the location of that first contact.

Illustration O. My sketch of the forces’ movements, based on George Christian’s account. The
distances are to scale according to the Google Earth measurement “ruler.” The accounts of the
six captains, George Christian, and Benjamin Sharp agree that the first skirmish occurred farther
from Eaton’s Station than did the battle itself.
David Campbell, whose father John commanded a company in the battle, wrote several letters to
historian Draper, giving his and his brother James’s memories of their father’s account.30 Maybe
not very surprisingly, the formations and maneuvers mentioned in their accounts—and their
terminology—had been developed by the British. In his essay “Washington’s Military Library,”
Major William H. Bean says that “Undoubtedly, Washington had access […] to the current
manuals and regulations used by officers of the British Army [….] As early as 1756 we find him
in an address to the officers of his Virginia Regiment saying: ‘Do not forget that there ought to
be a time appropriated to attain knowledge, as well as to indulge in pleasure [….] Bland’s and
other treatises will give the proper information.’”31
When the Cherokee “approach was discovered,” David Campbell says, “our men were then
marching by the heads of companies” (page 75, my italics), that is, as I understand it, in columns,
also called “files.” Bland’s definition: “By companies, is the marching of each Company by its
self [sic], with its own Officers, Serjeants [sic], and Drummers” (page 60). In other words, before
contact with the enemy, each company was under the direct command of the captain, not the
commander of the entire force. Roosevelt says that by marching in two parallel files, one man
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behind another, and with scouts forward and on the flanks, the soldiers “could not be surprised,
and were ready at any moment to do battle with the Indians [….]” (page 287). But, on the
“return” at least, they were surprised, and the initial confusion shows they were not ready at that
moment.
When “discovered,” David Campbell says, the Indians were “in order of battle, advancing […]
with great boldness and rapidity” (page 75, my italics). This term is nebulous; in fact, a modern
U.S. Army manual says, “The original connotation of order of battle was little more than the
organization and disposition of military forces.”32 In 1776 it seems to mean the same thing as
“line of battle.”
“As soon as [the enemy’s] approach was discovered,” David Campbell continues, “orders were
given [by the division commander, then by each company commander to his men] for the line of
battle to be formed” (page 75, my italics). To change from a column, or file, in which the men
march one behind the other, into a line, or rank, in which they march—or stand—side-by-side,
thereby allowing all of the company’s weapons to be aimed at the enemy, they made a maneuver
called “wheeling.” “Our men were then marching by the heads of companies,” David Campbell
says, “and they immediately began to form into line by wheeling by the heads of companies”
(page 75, my italics); that is, as I understand it, they performed the wheeling maneuver as
individual companies, but to make a single line with the other companies across the battlefield.
In his manual, Bland tells soldiers to think of the maneuver as being done within a half-circle.
“Wheeling to the Right or Left, is only a Quarter of the Circle. When you wheel to the Right [or
Left] you are […] to bring the Rank [or File] about [turned] even” (page 49). The foremost man
in the file stands still while the men behind him turn and march side by side until they are all
“even,” forming a straight line shoulder to shoulder.
The wheeling maneuver is fairly easy to understand and visualize:

Illustration P. In this diagram, “L1” stands for Company 1 on the Left, “L2” for Company 2 on
the Left, “R1” for Company 1 on the Right, “R2” for Company 2 on the Right. The dotted lines
are to suggest that there are two separate companies in each column which maneuver, then stand,
as a single unit. “P” stands for “Pivot Point,” the point around which units “wheel,” turn. The
men on the pivot point remain relatively still as all the others step more rapidly and with longer
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strides to come even with each other “shoulder to shoulder,” although they probably stood two or
three yards apart, and maybe behind available cover.
A difficult problem appears, though, when we read statements by historians about the placement
of the several companies in the return formation and in the battle line. Haywood says that on the
return toward Eaton’s, the militia marched in two lines, as they had from Eaton’s, the left one
commanded by Captain Thompson, the right one by Captain Cocke. That Cocke led the right line
is my implication, for Haywood does not say so directly. Haywood says that the captain who led
the right line was criticized by some of the men, and Cocke was called a coward in the battle (see
note 10 below). Haywood does not mention any other captain. That leaves us to place Captain
Shelby and Captain Campbell. David Campbell further complicates matters when he says that
“Capt. John Campbell commanded the center company [….] Capt. James Shelby commanded the
wing on the right” (page 95), and that “The left of [Cocke’s] company rested on John Campbell’s
right” (page 75). So, according to these statements by David Campbell, the battle line which
faced the Cherokee was organized like this:
militia right

Cherokee left

SHELBY

COCKE

CAMPBELL

CHEROKEE

?

militia left

Cherokee right

Illustration Q.
Of course, now we must find Captain Thompson a place. I suppose that the senior captain would
place his company in the middle of the line. In fact, two companies can make the “middle” of a
four-company line. But if we place Thompson in the center beside John Campbell, then Cocke
loses his position on Campbell’s right. And we have to keep Shelby on the right wing.
I’m trying the keep the movements orderly, symmetrical, because to be effective during the
chaos of battle, soldiers must move as they have been trained to move; making the movements as
they’ve been taught helps them avoid confusion and physical fear. (Although these particular
units haven’t trained together at all.) In formal tactical movements, units must move the same
way or mirror each other’s movement. The only way I can get Shelby on the right wing,
Thompson and Campbell in the “middle,” is to reconsider the manner of the companies’
movements. Cocke must be removed from his leadership position at the head of the right
column, and become subordinate to Campbell—and Cocke must be placed on the left wing.
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Illustration R. In this diagram I illustrate my conjecture. (1) The companies march back toward
Eaton’s Station, and are attacked from their rear; (2) Shelby and Cocke swing out (wheel?) at
least twice the length of their company line, (3) leaving room between them for Thompson’s and
Campbell’s companies which have marched into the former positions of Shelby and Cocke; (4)
at that point Thompson and Campbell wheel into the line.
Statements about the Cherokee initial assault upon the militia line and statements about Cocke’s
individual actions lend some support for the placement of Cocke’s company on the left wing.
Haywood thinks that the “first effort” of the Cherokee attack “was to break through the center of
our line, and to turn the left flank at the same instant” (page 64). George Christian tells about
Cocke’s individual actions: “Our men, extending their lines to the right and the left, gave the
enemy Indian-play by taking to the trees. It seems Captain Cocke, at the head of his company,
aiming as he said to prevent being surrounded, extended his line until when he turned to see what
had become of his men, behold they were not to be seen, he having run a little too fast for his
men, or, what was thought more likely, ran farther than his men chose to go, who had taken to
trees and fought the battle out manfully; in which, however, their captain did not participate”
(Williams, TDRW, page 40).
If these statements are accurate, the Cherokee assault began while the militia was still forming its
line of battle. If all four companies are aligned shoulder to shoulder (although not really standing
that close), and if Shelby is on the right wing, then it seems logical to assume that Cocke is on
the left wing, where the assault begins, because if in leading his men to extend their line he runs
out of sight, and doesn’t run into any militiamen out there, he must be on the left.
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The “first effort” of the Cherokee, according to Haywood:
militia right

SHELBY

THOMPSON

CAMPBELL

COCKE

militia left

CHEROKEE
Illlustration S.
Quite out of chronological order, it seems to me, when Haywood speaks of the “first effort” he
has already spoken of the Cherokee “endeavoring to outflank” the militia on the right while the
militia is still “attempting to form the line” (page 63). Haywood’s disorderliness, however, might
well reflect the disorder of the militia’s response at first.
Dragging Canoe’s Formation
The Battle of Island Flats was “of great significance,” Williams says, partly because it was “the
first fought by the Overhill Cherokees in open battle formation” (TDRW, page 38), “open,”
presumably, as opposed to firing upon the enemy from cover, behind trees and rocks. James
Campbell, his brother David reports, says that “The Indians, when at the distance of about 300
yards from our lines, suddenly raised the war-whoop, and seemed as if they had been lying in
ambush and had rose up in order of battle; they were in the form of a cone—the apex towards the
center of our line […. They were] running at full speed [….] The Indians on the apex of the cone
ran up within a few feet of our line before they gave way” (page 87). Roosevelt says that the
Cherokee “were formed very curiously, their center being cone-shaped, while their wings were
curved outward” (page 289). James Campbell seems to be Roosevelt’s source for the cone-shape
maneuver comments. Williams describes the formation with a punctuation metaphor, as “a
bracket reversed at the ends” (TDRW, page 41). As I have seen no other reference to it, the
curved-wings part of the formation seems to be an implication based on Haywood’s account of
the Cherokee efforts to turn the militia’s flanks, and get behind its line. Moreover, if individuals
could observe the full extent of the attack formation, there must not have been many trees on the
battlefield.

Illustration T. This is my guess about the appearance of the “cone” and enveloping Cherokee
formation.
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Howe says that Dragging Canoe “led his men, in some places, within thirty or forty paces” of the
militia line, and that both Cherokee and militia “fought behind trees, with rifles, and both were
girded with tomahawks” (page 501).

Illustration U. General vicinity of the main battle. The line of battle was likely made partly upon
the road and on the small ridge “eminence.” The X at the head of the ravine marks the point of
descent onto the Flats.

Illustration V. This Tennessee Historical Commission marker, at the intersection of Memorial
Boulevard and Jessee Street in Kingsport, points to the general vicinity of the main battle.
It’s hard to know exactly what direction the militia took after descending from the ridge onto the
Flats, but let’s assume they marched northwest toward the “upper end of the island” where
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Benjamin Sharp says the “Indians were encampt” [sic] (page 89). At their point of descent,
represented by the X, the elevation is 1300 feet, according to United States Geological Survey
maps. In a few more yards west, it drops to 1260 feet. Two miles from the point of descent
would take them pretty near present-day N. Wilcox Drive. Retreating 1.5 miles from that point
returns them across slowly rising land to the vicinity of a small ridge. Compared to the
surrounding land, a greater height of forty feet would provide a considerable tactical advantage.
Were the militia line at a right angle to the path, and Shelby’s company on the right flank, then it
seems likely that he was nearest this higher elevation.
Haywood, like George Christian, tells a story of the movements and maneuvers essentially
similar to the Captains’, but he does include some different, and interesting, details. Because full
of prepositional phrases and dependent clauses, his sentences make it difficult for me to
understand the order of events he narrates, so I’m not quoting them fully as they appear in the
book; instead, I’m presenting the events in the order that I believe he intends, and including
occasional direct quotations.
After the council was held, the militia began its return to Eaton’s. Upon receiving the warning
that the Cherokee were moving forward and attacking their rear, the militia turned and formed a
line. “The Indians began the attack with great fury [….] Their first effort was to break through
the center of our line, and to turn the left flank at the same instant. In both they failed” (page 64).
Some of the Cherokee tried to go around the militia’s right flank. In moving to stop this
maneuver, some militiamen on the right flank “seemed to bear too much along the road leading
to the station” (page 63); that is, as I interpret it, some men on the right did not line up shoulder
to shoulder with others, but rather moved along the road as if continuing to return to the Station.
In fact, Haywood says, some of these men “kept on to the station” (page 64), a statement which
likely corresponds to Christian’s “our little army wheeled about and run.” Some of those, though,
“returned to the main body,” as “the most valiant of our people had to expose themselves almost
in close quarters with the Indians to induce those men who had run too far to come toward the
front and assist their comrades” (page 63). During this confusion, Lieutenant Robert Davis led a
number of these men back into the line and “across the flat to a ridge” (page 63, my italics) and
so prevented the attackers from turning the flank and getting behind the militia line. Summers
seems to be making a logical guess, or mistaking Haywood’s words, when he says that Davis
established the line “across the flat of the ridge” (page 225).
Lyman C. Draper relates an anecdote about the two Robert Edmondsons, “near kinsmen,” in
which “young Robert” was one of the scared, or confused, retreating militia soldiers. “The elder
Edmondson,” says Draper, “interposed, and brought some of them into line, his young kinsman
of the number” (page 407).
Haywood says that the retreating soldiers “generally did” rejoin the line (page 64, my italics).
George Christian says that “after retreating in this manner perhaps a mile & half [sic], some one
more courageous than the rest wheeled & fired on the advancing enemy, which induced another
to do likewise, which almost instantly brot [sic] on a general engagement” (White, page 90).
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Illustration W. These two Google Earth screenshots show the portion of the ridge ascending from
the intersection of Fort Henry Drive and Eastman Road (above) and descending from the
intersection of Eastman Road and Center Street (below). The distance between these
intersections is about four-tenths of a mile. The ridgetop is about one-half mile from the point the
militia descended onto the Flats. I’m not saying that the right flank of Shelby’s company
definitely stood here, only providing as clear a view of a Flats “eminence” as I can depict, so we
can have a somewhat clearer understanding of the battleground, including a sense of shooting
downhill at approaching attackers.
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Illustration X. This diagram, based on United States Geological Survey maps, shows the
elevations of the portions of the Flats where part of the battle might have occurred. The contour
interval (distance between contour lines marking heights) is twenty feet. The dark brown lines
represent the highest points in the area, 1300 feet above sea level. The light brown lines represent
a twenty-foot descent to 1280 feet above sea level. Spaces without lines represent the lowest
elevation of this particular area, 1260 feet above sea level. The closer the lines are together, the
steeper is the ground there, so the lines on the left side of the diagram represent the ridge running
generally north-south across the Flats. Within a relatively few yards, the height increases by forty
feet. Somewhere along this ridge Captain Shelby’s company likely defeated the Cherokee effort
to turn the militia’s right flank. The red circle indicates the general location of the scenes in
Illustration W.
While George Christian says that the militiamen shot from behind trees, Haywood implies that
no large trees grew on the Flats—“a few bushes and saplings, but otherwise open” (page 62).
And Haywood gives Davis, not Shelby, credit for taking an “eminence” and so defeating the
enemy attacking the right flank. I’ve found no direct evidence of it, but Davis might have been
second in command under Shelby. If Shelby’s company were on the right, his left flank protected
by the company on his left, Captain Shelby would probably station himself near the center of his
company line, and would want his lieutenant on the extreme right to direct opposition to any
effort against that flank, as Davis apparently did, and well. If there were four companies in the
line which extended “about a quarter of a mile,” as the Official Report says, then each company
was responsible for about 440 yards of ground, some ten yards for each of the approximately
forty-two men—if the scouts and flankers have joined the line—in each company, or a little
more to make up for those who thought they were supposed to keep returning to Eaton’s no
matter what.
Ramsey pretty much quotes Haywood word for word—and now and then gives him credit.
In his account, however, Ramsey blunders by saying that James Shelby’s brother Isaac, a
volunteer who was neither paid nor held rank, was in the battle and gave an order to the troops
and officers. David Campbell was outraged by the assertion, for not only was Isaac Shelby in
Kentucky at the time, but it was “perfectly ridiculous” that a private could order actions to be
performed. “There were officers in that battle who had been engaged in Indian warfare for ten or
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fifteen years, and had been in battles before. They would not have submitted to usurpation of
command or authority, nor could it have been attempted.” Campbell praises Lieutenant Davis
and others,33 “all of whom were distinguished for their cool bravery” (page 95).
Draper tells about the experience of Robert Campbell, age twenty-one, “a younger brother of
Colonel Arthur Campbell” during the battle. At one point, Robert Campbell found himself “in
advance of his fellows” and “was mistaken for an Indian,” but was recognized before anyone
shot at him. At another point, a Cherokee “within twenty paces” fired at him but missed. When
Campbell aimed his rifle at the Cherokee, he “folded his arms, and met his fate with a dignity
and firmness worthy of the brightest days of chivalry.” This florid statement seems to mean that
Campbell shot the man. Draper also says that when Campbell saw the Cherokee soldiers
“extending their lines to surround the whites, he gave the alarm in season to counteract it” (pages
409-410). Apparently, several soldiers gave a similar alarm.
A number of anecdotes of militiamen’s outstanding bravery, marksmanship, and strength appear
in accounts of the battle. Ramsey tells of a bloody hand-to-hand struggle between a Lieutenant
Moore and “a very large chief” (page 155). Of such tales as these Roosevelt urges skepticism:
“Ramsey gives a number of anecdotes [actually only two that I can see] of ferocious personal
encounters that took place during the battle. Some of them are of very doubtful value” (note,
page 290).
7. March Back to Eaton’s Station / Aftermath
“the troops are in high spirits and eager for another engagement. We have the greatest reason
to believe [the Cherokee] are pouring in great numbers on us, and beg the assistance of our
friends.”
Haywood calls it a “miracle of a battle”: no militiaman was killed, “and only five wounded, who
all recovered,” while the Cherokee lost twenty-six killed and an undetermined number wounded
—and it lasted only ten minutes, he says, “after the line was completely formed and engaged,
before the Indians began to retreat, although they continued to fight in that way to get the
wounded off the ground” (page 64).
David Campbell says that his father thought the Cherokee “fought with the greatest skill [….] He
had the highest opinion of the military capacity of Dragon [Dragging] Canoe” (pages 75-76).
As their military philosophy dictated, the Cherokee carried away as many of their dead and
wounded as they could. Little Owl, Williams says, quoting Benjamin Sharp, had been “soon shot
down, with eleven bullet holes in his body” (page 41). Chief Dragging Canoe himself had been
wounded in a thigh (Williams, page 41). Some of this Cherokee force returned south, but not all;
some remained in the vicinity to harass settlers.
The “victorious [militia],” Benjamin Sharp writes, “now returned to the fort” and “instantly
dispersed to take care of their own families and concerns” (page 334). Their six company
commanders say that, besides the wounded men, “the troops are in high spirits and eager for
another engagement” (Williams, page 39). There would be many more throughout 1776, so their
eagerness would be rewarded, maybe more than they wanted it to.
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The six captains conclude their report with this plea: “We have the greatest reason to believe
they are pouring in great numbers on us, and beg the assistance of our friends” (Williams, page
39).
The victory, relatively minor though it was, brought great satisfaction to the settlers. When on
the next day the news reached Black’s Fort, still being constructed near present-day Abingdon,
the Reverend Charles Cummings led a service in which the settlers expressed their gratitude to
God (Summers, page 620). On July 24, four days after the battle, Captain William McClenechan,
writing from “Hands Meadows,” some 125 miles away in the vicinity of present-day
Montgomery County, Virginia, told Colonel William Fleming, “I am informed this day […] of a
battle fought on holston [sic] within four miles of the Big Island between a party of Indians
amounting to about one hundred and fifty and a party of our men the savages had on their side
killed on the field fourteen and our Loss is only four wounded [….]”34
Nevertheless, the panic continued. Benjamin Sharp wrote a relatively detailed account of the
difficulties faced by his family in their efforts to escape before, during, and after the Island Flats
battle: “[T]he whole settlements were breaking up and the people fleeing from every quarter. We
had collected some horses and loaded them with such necessities as we could hastily pack up,
and about the middle of the day my father, an old man, set off with them and the females of the
family to seek a place of safety, he knew not where. I was dispatched on foot to accelerate the
escape of a brother’s and sister’s families, the one living four and the other six miles directly
toward the point of danger. I was a little turned of fourteen years of age [….] On my arrival I
found the families had fled, and I turned to pursue my father. I had twelve miles to go to gain the
great road, which I did as the day was nearly closing. In my whole route I had not seen a human
face, but here the road was full of people moving hastily along; they were strangers to me, but
learning my situation one man generously proposed to carry me behind him till I could regain my
friends or hear some intelligence of them. This offer I gladly embraced, and after some time we
came to the farm of a captain Joseph Black, where Abingdon now stands, where we found four
or five hundred souls of all descriptions collected together to build a fort, and here I found my
connections” (page 334).35
They had won a small victory, for, as Roosevelt put it, they had not stayed “cooped up in the
fort, like turkeys in a pen, while the Indians ravaged the fields and burnt the homesteads” (page
286), but this victory left them with no sense of finality; they’d won a battle but not a war by any
means. The war would continue for days, weeks, months, years. The Cherokee would not easily
give up, the settlers would continue fighting and asking for help.
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Notes
1 William B. Hesseltine, Editor, Dr. J.G.M. Ramsey: Autobiography and Letters. 1954. Revised
edition, Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 2002, page 64, at trace.tennessee.edu….
When Ramsey (1797-1894) wrote these sentences in a letter to Lyman C. Draper (1815-1891),
both were working on histories of Tennessee, and corresponding about specific aspects of
Tennessee’s colonial- and revolutionary-era past. Ramsey’s Annals of Tennessee was published
in 1853, by Walker and James, in Charleston, South Carolina. Draper’s King’s Mountain and Its
Heroes was published in 1881, by P.G. Thomson, in Cincinnati; Draper is also famous for his
vast collection of original documents from the eighteenth century, known as the Draper
Manuscripts, bequeathed to and managed by the Wisconsin Historical Society. John Haywood’s
book, the earliest effort at a comprehensive history of Tennessee, is The Civil and Political
History of Tennessee, first published in 1823. I’ve used the second edition, published in
Nashville by W.H. Haywood and Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in 1896, page 64 of the
Google Books edition. In the book’s “Sketch of the Author,” A.S. Colyer tells about some of
Haywood’s sources: “When Judge Haywood came to Tennessee [from North Carolina], the
people were living who had passed through this long Indian war. Jackson, Sevier, and Robertson,
three of the most remarkable men that this or any other country has produced, were living; they
were all the intimate friends of Judge Haywood, and from them and his associates on the bench,
who had all been Indian fighters, and the citizens generally, some of whom had felt the blows of
the tomahawk, and all of whom had shared in the dangers and hardships of the long struggle with
savage foes, he collected the facts for his ‘History of Tennessee’” (page 8). However, because
modern scholarly standards were not in effect in those days, Haywood seldom names his sources.
2 For specific information about the station’s site, read W. Dale Carter’s article “Yancey’s
Tavern” on the Historic Sullivan website at historicsullivan.com/archives, 2012.
3 “Colonel William Martin’s Narrative of Frontier Life,” Publications of the Southern History
Association, Volume IV, Number 6 (November, 1900), pages 443-468, and “A Biographical
Sketch of General Joseph Martin,” The Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, Volume
VIII, Number 4 (April, 1901), pages 347-359)—both in Google Books. In the introduction to
“Colonel William Martin’s Narrative,” the editor says that the account was “prepared about 1842
for Dr. Lyman C. Draper” (page 443). William Martin (1765-1846), who would himself
eventually become a general, was the oldest son of General Joseph Martin (1740-1808), who
participated in the Battle of Point Pleasant and the Christian Expedition, but apparently was not
in the Battle of Island Flats, nor the Battle of King’s Mountain, although he likely had heard
much about the battles. William Martin justifies his remarks about the Battle of Island Flats only
by the indistinct statements that his “father once owned the land and had a plantation on the tract
of which it was a part,” and “I lived there awhile and knew the battle ground as well as I did any
place, having passed through it hundreds of times [….]” (“Colonel William Martin’s Narrative,”
page 451). He mentions having read Haywood, although, he says, “All the accounts I have seen
published […] are a good deal imperfect” (“Colonel William Martin’s Narrative,” page 451).
4 Tennessee During the Revolutionary War. 1944. Reprinted at Knoxville by the University of
Tennessee Press, 1974, note 11, page 38; abbreviated hereafter as TDRW. Elements of the
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Cherokee force had intended to kill John Sevier and other settlers at the unfinished Fort Lee near
the mouth of Limestone Creek at the Nolichucky River, but Sevier had abandoned it and moved
with his family to Fort Watauga. The Cherokee did burn down Fort Lee.
5 George Christian sent his account to Lyman C. Draper in a letter dated June 24, 1842. I quote it
from Katherine Keogh White, The King’s Mountain Men. 1924, reprinted in Baltimore by
Clearfield, 2002, Google Books edition, page 80. Christian’s father Gilbert, from whom George
no doubt heard about the battle, is not mentioned as one of the participants in any account of the
Battle of Island Flats that I’ve read, but he would very likely have heard much about it from the
participants. Gilbert was an officer in the subsequent 1776 campaign into the Overhill Towns,
and in the Battle of King’s Mountain.
6 Robert A. Love, “General Thomas Love,” at toto.lib.unca.edu…., page 9. Thomas (1766-1844)
would grow up to be a general in the Tennessee militia. He was interviewed by Draper in
January, 1844.
7 August 22, 1845, letter, The Preston and Virginia Papers of the Draper Collection of
Manuscripts, Madison: State Historical Society of Wisconsin, Calendar Series, Volume I, 1915,
page 276. I have used the report as printed in Williams, TDRW, page 39.
8 Lewis Preston Summers, History of Southwest Virginia. Richmond: Hill, 1903, page 108,
Google Books edition. Although he does not include citations, Summers, pages 224-229, has
maybe most fully and logically integrated all of the accounts available at the time, which, of
course, means that his narrative lacks certain details of interest to me, such as the locations of
events and the reasons the officers decided to return to Eaton’s after only a cursory battle.
Unfortunately, too, he doesn’t deal with contradictions in the accounts.
9 Reuben Gold Thwaites and Louise Phelps Kellogg, Editors. Documentary History of
Dunmore’s War. Madison: Wisconsin Historical Society, 1905, pages 52 and 174 at
archive.org….
10 In History of the Lost State of Franklin, first published in 1924, Samuel Cole Williams
presents a fairly detailed biographical sketch of Cocke on pages 294-298. Williams feels that
Cocke “found almost immediate vindication” of the cowardice charge by being elected a
delegate to the Virginia legislature of 1777 (page 295), and that Cocke’s impeachment and
conviction for graft “today appears […] unjust” (page 297). I’ve used the revised edition of
Williams’ book, published at New York by Press of the Pioneers in 1933, at
babel.hathitrust.org…. In Summers, page 228, you can read this quotation from the order of the
Privy Council of Virginia, dated December 9, 1776; note that the charge is made by Thomas
Madison, another of the six captains: “It appearing from the deposition of Thomas Madison,
Esq., that there are grounds to suspect Capt. William Cocke of cowardice in a late action with the
Indians, it is therefore ordered that the said William Cocke be forthwith suspended; that the
Governor be requested to write to the county lieutenant [militia commander William Preston] of
Fincastle [County] requesting him to hold a court of inquiry touching the conduct of said Captain
Cocke, and to transmit to this board a copy of the same.” It seems that no historian can say if this
court of inquiry ever convened.
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11 Historical Collections of Virginia. Charleston, South Carolina: Babcock, 1852, page 501, at
archive.org…. Howe’s book is primarily a collection of quotations from some early records and,
apparently, from oral tradition.
12 “Reminiscences of Western Virginia 1770-1790,” The Virginia Magazine of History and
Biography, Virginia Historical Society Publications, Volume 7, Number 1 (July, 1899), pages 116, at JSTOR. The quotations are on pages 2 and 3.
13 “Benjamin Sharp’s Letter,” The American Pioneer, Volume I, Number IX (September, 1842),
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